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With the deepening of international division of labor and rapid development of 
global outsourcing, subcontracting international outsourcing has provided an 
important platform and channel for Chinese companies to improve their technological 
innovation capacity and achieve technical pursue. But enslaved to the management 
and control of leading corporations in the global value chains, our companies’ 
independence and internal driving force in innovation are restricted in various degrees. 
Technology restriction has made Chinese companies technology followers instead of 
technology pursuers. R&D and innovation has become a passive action. On long 
terms, it will do no good to technical process and self-promotion of Chinese 
companies. This purpose of this article is to work out the inner mechanism behind the 
passive innovation, find the root to the problem and eventually effectively avoid the 
trap in subcontracting international outsourcing and propose policy and suggestion.   
Firstly, in chapter 2, this article analyzes the four ways how the subcontracting 
international outsourcing project effects the innovation of Chinese companies and has 
a deep discussion about the inner mechanism in these four ways. Then, based on 
further analysis of subcontracting international outsourcing’ passive innovation, the 
article puts forward two assumptions. The first assumption is the pressure of 
competition, technology spillover and etc brought by the subcontracting international 
outsourcing will advance companies in developing countries to invest more in R&D; 
The second assumption is that what the subcontracting international outsourcing 
brought to companies in developing countries is passive innovation effect and this 
will not push forward the R&D output in spite of the increasing input in R&D. 
Secondly, based on analysis of current situation of subcontracting international 
outsourcing in our country and its effect to current innovation and panel data from 
2001-2008 of large and medium-sized industrial enterprises in 29 provinces in our 
country. This article builds up two panel data models separately based on: R&D input 














analyzes the effect subcontracting international outsourcing brings to innovation of 
companies in our country. The result of demonstration has verified two assumptions: 
On one hand, subcontracting international outsourcing has increased the R&D input in 
our country; on the other hand, it doesn’t push forward the R&D output; The effect 
that subcontracting international outsourcing brings to us is a passive innovation 
effect. 
Finally, against three sticking points of passive innovation, this article has 
proposed the policy and suggestion as follow: gradually form the path of taking 
independent innovation as the core and outsourcing as assistant, improve the firm’s 
learning model, deepen the innovative cooperation and foster the competitive 
advantage in the local market. 
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外包”一词也存在不同的术语表达，比如价值链的切片化(Slice-up of the 
Value-chain)、垂直专业化(Vertical Specialization)、生产非一体化
(Disintegration of the Production Process)、中间品贸易(Intra-mediate 
trade)、产品内分工（Intra-product Specialization, IPS）以及纵向非一体
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